Electrical Components

PART NO.  CABLE ENTRANCE FITTINGS
920210  Aluminum 3/8" N.P.T., cable O.D. range .125-.187 (CE-1)
920211  Aluminum 3/8" N.P.T., cable O.D. range .187-.312 (CE-2)
920212  [B] Aluminum 1/2" N.P.T., elbow fitting, cable O.D. range .500-.562 (CE-690-1/2)
920213  Aluminum 3/4" N.P.T., elbow fitting, cable O.D. range .500-.625 (CE-690-3/4)
920214  Aluminum 1/2" N.P.T., cable O.D. range .310-.560 (CEA3-5)
920215  [A] Aluminum 3/4" N.P.T., cable O.D. range .500-.750 (CEA6-7)
920216  Plastic 1/2" N.P.T., cable O.D. range .125-.375 (CEP1-2)
920217  Plastic 1/2" N.P.T., cable O.D. range .310-.560 (CEP3-5)
920218  [C] Plastic 3/4" N.P.T., cable O.D. range .500-.750 (CEP6-7)
920402  Plastic 1/2" N.P.T., cable O.D. range .500-.750 (CEP6-7x1/2)

PART NO.  CHOKE SEALS
920043  [E] One hole, 1/8" N.P.T., for wire (1RP)
920044  [A] One hole, 3/8" N.P.T., for Betts 3 & 4 cond. cable (1RPL)
920045  [B] One hole, 1/4" N.P.T., for Betts 2 cond. cable (1RPS)
920046  One hole, 3/8" N.P.T., for Betts 2 cond. cable (1RPS-1)
920088  [D] Three hole, 1/4" N.P.T., for wire (3RP)
920107  [C] Four hole, 3/8" N.P.T., for wire (4RP)
920413  (F) Push-In choke seal (see page 2)
920420  (G) Push-In choke seal (see page 2)

PART NO.  CHOKE SEAL TUBE FITTINGS
920047  [C] One hole tube fitting for wire (1TP)
920108  [B] Four hole tube fitting for wire (4TP)
920129  [A] Five hole tube fitting for wire (5TP)

PART NO.  NOSE BOX & SWITCH COVERS
920061  [B] Nose box cover only for circuit breaker style (26664-AL)
920063  [C] Cover only for recessed switches (26742-AL)
920064  [A] Nose box cover only for 6 or 7 way sockets (26779-AL) with "O" ring Snap-Seal feature
920555  Nose box cover only for ABS sockets (Yellow)
920565  Nose box cover, bolted style w/o "O" ring Snap-Seal feature

PART NO.  PLUGS
920422  Plug - 6 pole, aluminum
920424  [A] Plug - 7 pole, aluminum with guard
920425  [B] Plug - 7 pole, aluminum

PART NO.  SOCKETS
920423  Socket - 6 pole aluminum with split pins
920426  [A] Socket - 7 pole nonmetallic, w/20 amp circuit breakers and solid pins
920427  [B] Socket - 7 pole nonmetallic, with split pins
920466  Socket - 7 pole nonmetallic, with solid pins
920589  Socket - 7 pole aluminum, with 20 amp circuit breakers and split pins